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Assessing Inpatient Glycemic Control: What Are the Next Steps?
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Abstract
Despite the emergence of glucometrics (i.e., systematic analysis of data on blood glucose levels of inpatients) 
as a subject of high interest, there remains a lack of standardization on how glucose parameters are measured 
and reported. This dilemma must be resolved before a national benchmarking process can be developed 
that will allow institutions to track and compare inpatient glucose control performance against established 
guidelines and that can also be supported by quality care organizations. In this article, we review some of the  
questions that need to be resolved through consensus and review of the evidence, and discuss some of the 
limitations in analyzing and reporting inpatient glucose data that must be addressed (or at least accepted 
as limitations) before hospitals can commit resources to gathering, compiling, and presenting inpatient glucose  
statistics as a health care quality measure. Standards must include consensus on which measures to report, the unit 
of analysis, definitions of targets for hyperglycemia treatment, a definition of hypoglycemia, determination of 
how data should be gathered (from chart review or from laboratory information systems), and which type 
of sample (blood or point of care) should be used for analysis of glycemic control. Hospitals and/or their 
representatives should be included in the discussion. For inpatient glucose control to remain a focus of interest, 
further dialogue and consensus on the topic are needed.
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